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Without exception it was from the lack of rapport that the
evil took its origin. -It is only the most scrupulous observation
of this rule that can prevent unforeseen catastrophies.   As
long as you feel the human contact, the atmosphere of mutual
confidence, there is no danger ; even if you have to face the
terror of insanity, or the menace of death, there is still that
sphere of human trust, that certainty of understanding and
of being understood, that belief that both will persist, no
matter how dark the way.   It is by no means simple to
establish such a rapport, and you cannot achieve it except
by a careful comparison of your conscious standards.   Mental
resistance or mistrust on either side is - a bad beginning.
Whenever  I  discover  the  slightest trace of mistrust or
resistance, I take it very seriously into consideration, in order
to give the patient a chance to re-establish his rapport.
The patient should always have a firm basis in his conscious
relationship with his'analyst, who in turn absolutely needs
the rapport in order to be sufficiently informed about the
patient's actual consciousness.   He needs this knowledge
for very practical reasons.   Without it, he would not be able
to understand his patient's dreams correctly.   Therefore,
not only in the beginning, but during the whole course of an
analysis the personal rapport has to be the main object of
observation, as it is the personal rapport that prevents
very disagreeable surprises, as well as decidedly fatal issues.
And not only that, the rapport is, above all else, the medium
through which the analyst and the patient come into mental
and spiritual contact.   The patient gains confidence in, the
analyst through the rapport, and so is enabled to make the
analyst's psychic values his own.   He suns himself, as it
were, in the analyst's commonsense, poise,  and normality.
I want to give you an illustration.   A young man of
about thirty, obviously clever and very intellectual, came to
me, not for treatment (as he said), but only in order to ask
me one question.   He gave me a rather voluminous manu-
script, which, he said, contained the history and analysis

